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THE DANGER OF DIFFERENCE: 
TENSIONS IN DIRECTORS’ VIEWS OF 
CORPORATE BOARD DIVERSITY 
Kimberly D. Krawiec* 
John M. Conley** 
Lissa L. Broome*** 
This Article describes the results from fifty-seven interviews with 
corporate directors and a limited number of other persons (including 
institutional investors, search firm personnel, and the like) regarding 
their views on corporate board diversity.  It highlights numerous ten-
sions in these views.  Most directors, for instance, proclaim that di-
verse boards are good, but very few directors can articulate their rea-
sons for this belief.  Some directors have suggested that diverse 
boards work better than non-diverse boards, but gave relatively few 
concrete examples of specific instances where a female or minority 
board member made a special contribution related to that director’s 
race or gender.  Many directors noted the importance of collegiality 
and getting along in the boardroom, while simultaneously extolling 
the advantages of different perspectives in avoiding groupthink.  Alt-
hough all acknowledged the importance of fitting in, few considered 
whether this impeded the role of “outsiders” providing a diverse per-
spective.  This Article also explores directors’ thoughts on why pro-
gress in improving board diversity has been so slow if most agree that 
diversity is an important goal. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We began this project with an interest in two related questions: Why 
do corporate boards pursue diversity (defined in terms of gender, race, 
and ethnicity)—even to the limited extent that they do—and what differ-
ence might diversity make to how boards work?  There has been substan-
tial quantitative research on the second of these questions, and the re-
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sults can fairly be described as mixed.1  Our research has employed a 
qualitative interview strategy to pursue both questions.  We have inter-
viewed fifty-seven people with direct experience with corporate boards, 
as directors, executives, consultants, regulators, or proxy advisors.  Fifty 
of these serve or have served as directors of publically traded corpora-
tions.  Using a method rooted in anthropology and discourse analysis, we 
have worked from a general topic outline and conducted open-ended in-
terviews in which we encouraged respondents to raise and develop issues 
of interest to them.2  The interviews have typically lasted forty-five to 
ninety minutes.  With transcripts of the recorded interviews in hand, we 
then—as a group—listen to them again, analyzing them qualitatively with 
a focus on the themes that the respondents identify, the emphases that 
they give them, the stories (or narratives) that they tell, and the details of 
the language that they use.  We are also thematically coding the tran-
scripts and using sorting software in order to get another, complementary 
view of the frequency and distribution of the various themes. 
Two overarching themes have been pervasive in our interviews: 
First, there is near-unanimous agreement (with only one clear dissenter) 
that board diversity is a good thing, a valuable outcome that is worth 
striving for.  But second, it is very difficult for our respondents to provide 
examples from their experience of when board diversity has made a tan-
gible difference.  We have heard abundant stories about when other 
kinds of diversity—what might be called functional diversity: different 
business backgrounds and skills, for example—have made a difference in 
how effectively boards do their work.  But pressing respondents for com-
parable stories about demographic diversity has yielded very little be-
yond awkward silences.  Respondents have sometimes commented on 
that very awkwardness, noting how difficult it is to talk about gender 
and—especially—race making a difference without engaging in essential-
izing or stereotyping.  These comments led us to our title phrase, The 
Danger of Difference. 
But even if they have found it difficult to give concrete examples of 
the benefits of director diversity, our respondents have provided well-
developed (and perhaps well-rehearsed) conceptual arguments.  We 
have been repeatedly struck by the similarities between these arguments 
and those advanced by Justice Powell in his famous opinion in Bakke 
(which appeared to have injected “diversity” in its present sense into the 
public discourse).3  Like Justice Powell, our respondents suggest that 
 
 1. We have reviewed this research in Lissa L. Broome, John M. Conley, & Kimberly D. 
Krawiec, Dangerous Categories: Narratives of Corporate Board Diversity, 89 N.C. L. REV. 761, 765–66 
(2011). 
 2. For a lengthier description of our research methods, see id. at 768–77. 
 3. Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978).  The decision rejected a race-
conscious admissions program at the UC-Davis medical school.  But Justice Powell, in an opinion that 
only he signed, advanced the notion that race could be a factor in state university admissions, because 
of the value of diversity.  He seems to have borrowed the concept of diversity from an amicus brief 
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demographic diversity is a proxy for different experiences, sensibilities, 
and points of view.4  Just as he argued that, as a consequence, the dis-
course in a diverse classroom would be broader and deeper, our re-
spondents contend that diverse boards will engage in richer and more 
productive debate and examine business problems in more comprehen-
sive ways.5  For legal reasons, Justice Powell did not argue for diversity 
on remedial or compensatory grounds.6  In an interesting convergence, 
only a few of our respondents made arguments for board diversity that 
were grounded in social justice and fundamental fairness. 
In the Parts that follow we will set out and analyze the most im-
portant themes that have emerged in our research. 
II. DIVERSITY IS GOOD, BUT IT’S HARD TO SAY WHY 
With the exception of one clear dissenter (and two “soft yeses,” who 
said that diversity could not hurt), everyone we interviewed gave diversi-
ty an unequivocal endorsement.  Almost everyone thus agrees that diver-
sity is a good thing, and that corporate boards should pursue it.  Just why 
diversity is good has proved to be a more complex question.  In fact, we 
heard repeatedly that the value of diversity is simply taken for granted 
and rarely if ever discussed.  This comment from a white female director 
is typical: 
 
Text 1 
Q: Okay and as the Board and the committee has discussed this [the 
need to add diversity to the board], do they talk about why it’s im-
portant to have some minority representation? 
A: No, never. 
Q: Really?  But everybody seems to be on board with it. 
A: Yes, yes. . . . And this is exactly the same when we talk about 
women in higher management in the company, minorities in the 
company itself.  There’s an unstated assumption that we need to be 
doing better or we’re doing better or whatever it is that we’re look-
ing at.  Since it’s not stated, I would hate to say what I thought oth-
 
submitted by Harvard and other elite universities.  Id. at 316, 322–23.  For a discussion of the impact of 
the Bakke case on public discourse about diversity, see John M. Conley, Lissa L. Broome, & Kimberly 
D. Krawiec, Narratives of Diversity in the Corporate Boardroom: What Corporate Insiders Say About 
Why Diversity Matters, in DISCOURSE PERSPECTIVES ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION 201, 
205–08 (Jolanta Aritz & Robyn C. Walker eds., 2012). 
 4. Justice Powell wrote that “an otherwise qualified medical student with a particular back-
ground—whether it be ethnic, geographic, culturally advantaged or disadvantaged—may bring to a 
professional school of medicine experiences, outlooks, and ideas that enrich the training of its student 
body.” Bakke, 438 U.S. at 314.   
 5. Justice Powell argued that diversity would promote a “robust exchange of ideas.”  Id. at 313. 
 6. Because there was no evidence of then-current discrimination at UC-Davis, a remedial or 
compensatory rationale would have been constitutionally inappropriate.  See Conley, Broome, & 
Krawiec, supra note 3, at 206–08 (discussing this and other aspects of the Powell opinion). 
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er people were thinking in their heads.  I mean I don’t have any 
idea.7 
An Asian American male director had a similar view: 
 
Text 2 
Q: Why—what do people say about why you need a woman? 
A: You know, it’s unspoken.  It’s interesting.  It’s an unspoken 
agreement that it’s just unseemly that we don’t have one.  And I 
think what drives it, to be honest with you, is who our board mem-
bers are, are—they are people who have—I don’t know, let’s see.  
Why would that be?8 
 
Another view we heard is that diversity is an admirable principle, 
but one that has no real-world impact.  In a particularly interesting ex-
change, a white male director strongly disavowed the notion that race or 
gender correlates with board performance: 
 
Text 3 
Q: Did his [a black male director’s] race ever play a role in the 
boardroom or did he make a contribution that maybe a white male 
or a white female would not have made because of his experiences 
and insights as an African American? 
A: No.  I can honestly say that his race and for that matter I can go 
through the other boards; I have females and African American 
females and African American males on the other boards that I 
serve on.  I firmly believe that if the individual is qualified, has the 
right experience, has independence and obviously the correct edu-
cation that they can contribute to board success irrespective of 
whether they’re African American, Chinese, male or Anglo-Saxon 
Protestant.9 
 
One of the authors then quoted from the proxy statement for one of the 
companies on whose board the respondent served, pointing to its race 
and gender diversity policy.  But our respondent attributed this attention 
 
 7. Intv. 79.  We promised all of our interview subjects that we would not identify them, either 
directly or indirectly.  Accordingly, the only citation we can provide for each quote is the number we 
have assigned to the particular speaker’s interview, preceded by Intv.  Any further descriptive infor-
mation about the subjects that we are able to furnish consistent with our promise of anonymity can be 
found in the text surrounding the various quotes.  We have provided the interview numbers in case 
readers are interested in tracking multiple statements by particular subjects.  (For example, subject 
number 81, cited in the next footnote, is quoted and cited on five separate occasions.)  Some readers 
may also be interested in when we did the various interviews, so we have provided the dates of each 
interview, by interview number, in the Appendix.  When an ellipsis appears in an interview quotation, 
it indicates that we have deleted some material from the quotation, rather than a pause in the re-
spondent’s speech. 
 8. Intv. 81. 
 9. Intv. 93. 
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to race and diversity to broader social duties (making him one of the few 
respondents to invoke social or moral rationales for board diversity) ra-
ther than to any tangible effects: 
 
Text 4 
Q: I was looking at the proxy statement for [name of company], for 
instance, and now you have to describe how you consider diversity 
in the board nomination process and that proxy said “part of the 
criteria for board service includes our board’s strong desire to main-
tain its diversity in terms of race and gender.”  It goes on to say “the 
board has no formal policy on diversity and evaluates diversity in a 
broad sense recognizing the benefits of racial and gender diversity 
but also considering the breadth of background, skills, experiences” 
and so on.  I know you probably didn’t write or necessarily even 
approve of that statement but what do you think you all collectively 
thought by the “benefits of race and racial and gender diversity?”  
What do you think those benefits are? 
A: Well as a matter of fact, I did have to approve that statement, 
but I think that’s more from a social point of view and a responsibil-
ity to the citizen or the country point of view, that diversity on 
boards is necessary not from a capabilities point of view.  I think 
African American males are just as capable as white males or vice 
versa if they have, again, the right experience, education, back-
ground but I do think public companies have a responsibility social-
ly to the community.10 
 
Despite this ambivalence, our interviews did yield many theories on 
why board diversity is valuable.  The theories that our respondents ad-
vanced include the following: 
 Perhaps the most pervasive justification we have heard is that di-
verse boards engage in richer and ultimately more effective dis-
cussion and debate.  This sentiment is expressed in a variety of 
ways: people of diverse backgrounds bring different perspectives, 
experiences, concerns, and sensibilities to the boardroom; people 
of diverse backgrounds are more willing to question and dissent 
from the status quo; and diversity in the boardroom minimizes 
what one respondent called “the danger of group think,” which 
can ensue when everyone has had the same set of formative ex-
periences. 
 Directors of diverse backgrounds insure that the perspectives 
and concerns of often-ignored constituencies are represented in 
board discussions.  These can include female and minority cus-
tomers; rank-and-file employees (to whose needs female and mi-
 
 10. Id. 
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nority directors are said to be better attuned than white males); 
female and minority prospects for executive positions and future 
board seats; and communities that a company’s business may af-
fect. 
 A related theory is that the presence of female and minority di-
rectors sends signals to various constituencies about a company’s 
values.  Those constituencies include employees at all levels, cus-
tomers, communities, regulators and other government actors, 
and the public. 
 Female and minority directors can help in unique and tangible 
ways with marketing, customer relations, and employee relations. 
 A company that does not have a diverse board is failing to tap in-
to a significant part of the relevant talent pool, and is therefore 
likely to be less efficient. 
 Very rarely, our respondents have said that pursuing diversity is 
simply the right thing to do, as a matter of fundamental fairness 
and/or making up for the historical record of discrimination and 
exclusion at the highest levels of corporate management. 
As we will emphasize repeatedly, concrete examples that validate 
these various theories have been very hard to find.  In subsequent Sec-
tions we will illustrate this point with reference to particular theories, and 
offer our thoughts on why examples prove to be so elusive. 
III. DO DIVERSE BOARDS WORK BETTER? 
As we have noted, a frequent argument for diverse boards is a func-
tional one: they work better, in the sense that a diverse membership 
brings different perspectives, sensibilities, and experiences to the table 
and, consequently, engages in a richer discussion of issues.  Concrete ex-
amples of this richer discussion have proved elusive, however.  With re-
spect to the dynamics of discussion and debate, respondents struggle with 
the question of whether women or minorities behave differently than 
white men in the boardroom because of their gender or race.  We have 
heard, for example, that women are more likely to be attuned to the hu-
man impact of board decisions—comments that evoke the cultural femi-
nism of Carol Gilligan.11  But, overall, questions about demographically 
correlated differences in interactive behavior tend to evoke comments 
about the dangers of stereotyping, and sometimes self-evaluative re-
marks about what one can and cannot say. 
Some respondents suggested that women bring a different style of 
discourse, discussion, and debate to the boardroom.  One white female, a 
 
 11. See CAROL GILLIGAN, IN A DIFFERENT VOICE: PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY AND WOMEN’S 
DEVELOPMENT (1982). 
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director who also has academic experience, described women as more 
willing to ask questions, sometimes at their own expense.  She further 
noted that this “mode” of interaction had a positive effect on board dy-
namics, in that it forced others to respond: 
 
Text 5 
A: I mean, women, in my view, tend to ask questions.  And we 
might ask questions about a different subset of the board agenda.  
But I don’t remember many disagreements around that board ta-
ble . . . . 
Q: This notion of women asking questions is one a couple of people 
have raised.  Do you have any sense of why that is, in your opinion, 
of course? 
A: Well, I think women may have a sense—at least the women who 
are brought to serve on boards, in my experience, which is limited—
have some sense of freedom about going out on a limb, maybe be-
cause we’re not supposed to be so worldly wise, or sophisticated, 
and we have a sense that we can ask those questions without being 
afraid of being humiliated, or being afraid of looking less than 
smart.  And also maybe—I don’t know—maybe women are more 
used to asking questions rather than making pronouncements.  In 
my experience that’s true of a lot of women.  And so it comes more 
naturally to us to think of that mode.  Because some of our ques-
tions are in the form of pronouncements, because by asking them 
we’re being critical of whatever it is that we were probing on—
rather than saying, “I think that’s a really bad idea,” saying, “Well, I 
don’t quite understand why we’re doing it this way, and here’s what 
I see as some problems, here.”  It may be just a different way of 
raising concerns.  But it does require an answer.  It requires some-
body to explain what’s going on, not just push back with a different 
imperative statement.12 
 
Another white female director made the point that women come to 
a board with different life experiences and, consequently, different “pri-
orities.”  Two things are especially interesting about her remarks.  First, 
she turns to the distinctive contributions of women in response to a ques-
tion about a different topic, critical mass.13  And second, she paused on 
three separate occasions (shown here in italics) to question or comment 
critically on the theme that she was developing. 
 
Text 6 
Q: Do you think when you have two women not only do you feel 
differently but you act different in the board work? 
 
 12. Intv. 60. 
 13. See infra Part VI. 
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A: I think so although you’re going to ask me about specifics, and I 
don’t know that I can pull one up, but I’m always aware that I’m the 
only woman—and I don’t think, I mean I hate to think that I’m the 
victim of stereotyping my own gender but in most board settings—I 
think my priorities in life are a little different from my colleagues 
and maybe that’s because—well I don’t know what that’s because 
of—but I think that wealth accumulation is probably a primary goal 
of most corporate leaders and most board members.  It’s just a giv-
en and that’s not my one or two, and I think that sets me apart.  
Now I don’t think that’s necessarily because I’m a woman because I 
think I could point to at least one other board member who proba-
bly falls into that category, but it separates you because it affects 
how you live your life.  So when I come together for a board meet-
ing, I come with the last three months; I’ve spent my life differently 
than the last three months, you know—we have a lot of retired 
CEOs on our board and from what I can tell, they do their best to 
stay as busy as possible doing CEO-like work as they can retired—
and I don’t even do that and I wasn’t a CEO and I stepped down 
from that corporate life early in my career, so it’s that.  Now is that 
because I’m a woman?  I don’t know, but it makes me different and 
in a situation where I’ve served with another woman, she had a 
family and she was very comfortable when there was a child issue 
that she’d have to miss or step out.  That was a part of her.  Her 
family life was integrated with her corporate work, she was a CFO, 
and her board work, and I don’t hear my male colleagues talking as 
much about family issues or about personal interests that are not in 
the business arena.14 
 
A male director developed the point made in Text 5 about male di-
rectors responding differently to women, and in what he believes to be a 
positive way.  But note that his comments are speculative, stated in the 
conditional (“we’d behave better”), and not tied to specific instances (“I 
have no—we haven’t seen it yet”), given that this board has no female 
directors: 
 
Text 7 
A: [T]his in particular relates to having a woman join the board—is 
I think we’d behave better.  And what I mean by that is I mean it in 
a positive way.  Because we’re not ill-behaved, right?  But we are—
we can—we as individuals, and some individuals in particular, can 
be a little bit—I don’t know how to describe it—petulant and a little 
bit uncooperative.  Right?  And my gut is that if we added a woman 
to the board I’d see the sort of natural chivalrousness, gentlemanli-
ness of these guys would come out, and they’d behave better. 
 
 14. Intv. 83. 
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Q: Because they would be ashamed to misbehave in front of a 
woman in the same way? 
A: That’s right.  That’s right.  The locker room—and I don’t mean 
in terms of sort of bad humor, because actually there’s not very 
much of that.  We’re all too old.  But the other part of locker room, 
where you—among the guys sort of hanging up in the middle and 
going to play golf or whatever because you’re just sick of it.  You’ll 
do that.  Right?  So we’ll have board golf or whatever because 
you’re just sick of it.  You’ll do that.  Right?  So we’ll have board 
members who will just really be obnoxious in their self-indulgent 
behavior, right? . . . 
Q: And is it just because—because I’m trying to figure out what 
prompts the different reaction to women—is it that men are just 
brought up not to behave that way around women and feel embar-
rassed, or because women behave differently, therefore they set by 
example, or— 
A: It’s not the example.  It’s the shaming part.  And I don’t know 
what it is, maybe Freudian or whatever, it has something to do with 
your mother.  But, I mean, I have no—we haven’t seen it yet.  But 
we all agree.  He wouldn’t do that if— 
Q: If we had a woman on the board. 
A:—if we had a woman on the board.  He’d behave differently.  
Right?  And I’m not talking about any kind of salacious stuff or an-
ything like that.  That’s trivial, right?  No, they’d actually be more 
collaborative.  Yeah.  I’m sure of it.15 
 
But there was a frequently expressed contrary view: that race and 
gender have no effect on the way a board functions.  This comment from 
a white male director was typical.  Note that whereas the speaker in Text 
7 was “sure” that the presence of women would make a difference, this 
respondent was equally certain (“I can assure you”) that it would not: 
 
Text 8 
Q: So from a business perspective then the composition demo-
graphically of the board might matter because it might matter to 
customers or employees but it doesn’t necessarily affect the content 
of what goes on in the boardroom. 
A: That’s correct.  I can assure you that it doesn’t.  I mean every-
body in the boardroom is treated as a neutral.  Nobody really pays 
attention to your color or whether you’re female or male.  They all 
have equal say, equal vote.16 
 
We were told of specific instances where a director’s gender or race 
 
 15. Intv. 81. 
 16. Intv. 93. 
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might have led him or her to raise an issue or provide information that 
the board would otherwise have missed.  Many of these seemed trivial, 
matters that should have been obvious to lower-level marketing peo-
ple—and particularly trivial considering that they have been the first ex-
amples given in response to our request for illustrations of richer discus-
sion.  On two different occasions, respondents have told us of African 
American directors advising the board on the dining-out preferences of 
African American families.  We have also heard instances of female di-
rectors explaining the difficulties faced by mothers out shopping with 
their children. 
Here, too, there were dissenting views, as exemplified by the com-
ments of a minority male director of a restaurant company: 
 
Text 9 
A: At least in the restaurant business I’m not so sure that’s neces-
sarily true.  Yes, you need it at the company level so you can under-
stand tastes and food preferences and things like that.  But boards 
have nothing to do with helping restaurants figure out tastes and 
food preferences, right? 
Q: That’s interesting, because I feel like we’ve gotten some anec-
dotes of that sort, and they surprised me, for that reason.  It was 
sort of—wow, that’s a board-level discussion?  So in your experi-
ence that is not a board-level discussion. 
A: We go out of our way—I mean, of course, we kibitz and go, “I’ll 
tell them I didn’t like the sandwich,” or whatever, or, “I think 
they’re missing something.”  And the CEO goes, “Very nice for you 
to tell me that.  Who are you?  You don’t sell a thousand of these a 
day.  You have no idea.” . . . That’s not our job.  We pay people to 
figure that out.  If we thought we could figure it out, something’s 
wrong with our company.  Right?  If it becomes our job we made a 
big mistake. 
Q: Right.  Right. 
A: Now, I could imagine like a Nike or whatever having some—
because you attract spectacular marketing genius-level people to 
your board, that they might come up with a perspective or strategic 
perspective that is helpful, right?  I could see that.  I could see that.  
But—I could see that.  But, boy, is that going to be rare.  That 
shouldn’t be a board’s job, because it’s kind of a once in a blue 
moon, and it could’ve just as easily happened because of the com-
ment card you got and the CEO—so I think unless you have an 
agenda, right, some sort of macro agenda that you want to see im-
plemented through the board level, right, and you think that agenda 
is going to be more likely to be implemented because of certain 
kinds of people on the board.  The idea that you’re improving XYZ 
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because of—I think that’s farfetched, and I don’t think that’s really 
the board’s job.  That’s my sense.17 
 
Echoing the previously discussed argument about female empathy, 
some respondents contended that female or minority board members are 
better able to empathize with corporate employees, and were more likely 
to raise concerns about their welfare in the boardroom.  Female and mi-
nority board members were also said to aid in the recruitment, retention, 
and promotion of women and minorities, especially at the senior man-
agement levels, and to argue for inclusiveness in executive succession.  
The white female director who discussed women’s priorities in Text 6 al-
so said this: 
 
Text 10 
Q: Do you think there are issues or kinds of issues that women or 
minorities are more likely to raise or push in the boardroom than 
white men might be? 
A: Boy I hate this stereotyping but I think—because I think there 
are some white men who would do this too—but I think issues re-
lated to human resources and how people in the ranks are feeling 
and that kind of thing are much more likely to be brought up by a 
woman.  I’m still kind of a lone voice when it comes to considering 
your sales force of thousands as a potential strategic advantage or 
the opposite and, therefore, what are our strategies associated with 
that?  I mean, I’m like a broken record on that . . . . 
A: Well it means you’ve got thousands of people out there repre-
senting you as a company and if you don’t invest in them—I mean 
they’re touching the customer—so they can either make you more 
effective or they can keep you from being as effective as your other 
strategies indicate, because you have to do everything through them 
so I think they should be much more a part of the conversation.  
How are they compensated?  How are they trained?  How are they 
motivated?  How do they feel?  That’s just not the kind of thing that 
I normally hear a board colleague bring up or make very important.  
When there’s a problem, yes.   
 
A final point is that some respondents have suggested that attention 
to board diversity is something of a luxury reserved for good—or at least 
normal—times.  When a company is in crisis mode, fighting for its life, 
interest in diversity disappears.  While diversity may be good, in other 
words, it seems not to be essential to survival.  A question that arises by 
implication is whether diverse board members are fully in the loop in 
times of crisis, when, we are told, decision making is likely to be in the 
hands of a few especially experienced directors.  A minority male direc-
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tor summarized this theme succinctly: 
 
Text 11 
A: Companies go through good times, they go through great times 
and they go through times that are not so good through major trans-
formations.  Companies that are in textiles, furniture, tobacco are in 
major transformations and so I don’t think those companies are go-
ing to be focused on gender issues or racial issues as much as they 
are some of the more operational-type issues.18 
IV. GETTING ALONG VERSUS AVOIDING GROUPTHINK 
Our respondents told a strong and consistent story regarding the 
importance of “getting along” and collegiality in the boardroom.  All of 
our respondents emphasized—quite emphatically—that the board could 
not properly do its job if it spent time on resolving tension or unconstruc-
tive arguing, or if one or more directors failed to conform to the prevail-
ing corporate culture.  Our respondents did not contend that boards 
should never disagree, but emphasized that such disagreement should be 
cordial and follow the prevailing corporate cultural norms of engage-
ment. 
For example, a white female director contrasted the collegial and 
cooperative atmosphere of the boardroom with the more competitive 
corporate working environment: 
 
Text 12 
A: And, in fact, one of the things I like about my board work, as 
opposed to working full time in a corporation at this point, is that 
the dynamics and the politics are very different than they are as an 
individual contributor or as an employee of the company.  It’s a 
much more collegial and, therefore, in my opinion, a much more 
pleasant experience because it’s really all about the dynamics 
among the board.  You’re not really competing with them for posi-
tion or the next promotion or for, you know, visibility.  You’re all in 
it together.  And that’s key to making these boards work.19 
 
A white male director with many years of board experience, who is also a 
university professor, elaborated on boardroom norms of collegiality and 
consensus: 
 
Text 13 
A: The object is to reach an agreement to do something, so there’s a 
kind of consensus norm, so there’s a very strong pressure to get 
 
 18. Intv. 81. 
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with the program.  You’re not supposed to hide what it is you have 
to say, but once you make an effort to persuade somebody and it’s 
not going that way, you’re supposed to think, “Well, there are rea-
sonable positions on the other side by reasonable people,” so 
there’s no dissent norm.  That would be totally bizarre in a compa-
ny.  Once you say your piece in a concise way, if it’s not going to go 
that way, then when it comes to a vote, you’re a yes unless it’s a 
matter of conscience, which it hardly ever really is.20 
 
Our respondents also emphasized the importance of collegiality and 
consensus in the board’s interactions with the CEO.  Indeed, this rela-
tionship is so important that many of our respondents characterized the 
role of the CEO in selecting board members as something approaching a 
veto power, despite recent corporate governance interventions that em-
phasize the board’s independence from the CEO.21  As stated by one 
white female director: 
 
Text 14 
A: And the way we did [director selection] is the CEO and I inter-
viewed the candidates together . . . And I think if the CEO truly dis-
liked the person we wouldn’t go forward because you don’t want to 
do that.  You want good chemistry.  You’ve got to be focused on 
the end game.  What do you want to occur?  Do you want to have 
better results than you would have had before?  And say if you’ve 
got at the very beginning the CEO doesn’t like how someone combs 
their hair, you’re probably better off to go find someone else.  But, 
if you’ve got the CEO trying to veto everything because it’s another 
strong CEO and they just don’t want to deal with the person, that’s 
a different scenario.22 
 
Another white female director emphasized the same point: 
 
Text 15 
Q: What role do the CEOs now play in board selection? 
A: They’re in there, but they’re not the sole source any longer, in 
most companies that I’ve been engaged with.  I think they’re still. . . 
Q: Do they have a blackball? 
A: Probably they could veto, yeah.  I’ve not seen it happen, but 
yeah, I think so.  But it’s not . . . Well, I should . . . It’s not that they 
choose the board members the way—in this clubby fashion that 
 
 20. Intv. 95. 
 21. A board’s nominating committee must be composed of independent directors, which means 
that the company’s CEO may not be a member.  NYSE LISTED COMPANY MANUAL § 303A.04(a), 
available at http://nysemanual.nyse.com/lcm (“Listed companies must have a nominating/corporate 
governance committee composed entirely of independent directors.”). 
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used to go on, but I think they all would like to.  Well, their opin-
ions count, but you need more opinions than just the CEO’s opin-
ion.  And I think that’s far more commonplace, even in smaller 
companies, than it used to be.23 
 
These stories of collegiality, consensus, and getting along are in 
some tension with two other, related stories: about the importance of 
avoiding “groupthink” and the need for the board to act as an independ-
ent check on behalf of shareholders rather than simply rubber-stamping 
management actions.  “Groupthink” has been defined by the psycholo-
gist Irving Janis as a mode of thinking that arises when a decision-making 
group is so cohesive that its members become reluctant to criticize, even 
in their own thinking, the judgments and ideas of their colleagues and 
leaders.24  Members seek to be amiable and establish concurrence on im-
portant issues, with no conflict or in-fighting.25  One proposed solution to 
the tendency toward groupthink is diversity within the group, either of 
observable characteristics (such as race, gender, and ethnicity) or of un-
observable characteristics (such as ideology, experience, or viewpoint).26 
Much research on group decision making has focused on the prob-
lem of countering groupthink, with mixed results in the case of observa-
ble characteristics.27  As we discuss in prior work, this significant body of 
research on heterogeneity in groups predicts both positives (more and 
better information, the consideration of more alternatives, and higher-
quality decisions) and negatives (a reduction in group cohesion and an 
increase in member dissatisfaction and turnover) in the case of race and 
gender diversity.28 
Our respondents frequently asserted both the avoidance of group-
think and an ability to facilitate board independence as rationales in fa-
vor of race and gender diversity.  Yet, as noted, these rationales are in 
tension with our respondents’ even more frequently asserted contentions 
that boards must get along with each other and senior management, be 
collegial, and avoid confrontation. 
For example, one respondent, a proxy advisor with substantial ex-
perience in board and corporate governance issues, told us that most of 
the investors whom his company advised did not take board diversity se-
riously, as they did not believe it improved shareholder value.  Among 
those that did, however, the most important reason was likely the avoid-
 
 23. Intv. 32. 
 24. IRVING L. JANIS, VICTIMS OF GROUPTHINK: A PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF FOREIGN POLICY 
DECISIONS AND FIASCOES 9 (1972) (defining groupthink as poor decisions made by a group due to 
pressure from the group that resulted in reduced moral judgment and eliminated a reality check). 
 25. Id. 
 26. See, e.g., Frances J. Milliken & Luis L. Martins, Searching for Common Threads: Understand-
ing the Multiple Effects of Diversity in Organizational Groups, 21 ACAD. MGMT. REV. 402, 414 (1996) 
(discussing this idea and analyzing studies on point). 
 27. Broome, Conley, & Krawiec, supra note 1, at 765–67 (summarizing this research). 
 28. Id. at 765. 
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ance of groupthink: 
 
Text 16 
A: I think people know especially on the risk side that whenever 
you get anything involving sort of groupthink, everybody in the 
room having the same background, group of experiences and so 
forth that that is an absolute breeding ground for risk, for problems 
to occur. . . . and I think by and large the folks that believe that di-
versity is important put a very high value on it for that exact reason 
that they think this creates greater, frankly, psychological inde-
pendence in the board room.  It creates more viewpoints in the 
board room and that leads to better decision making I think, and I 
think that’s a change from certainly fifteen or twenty years ago—
when I think it was purely viewed in terms of sort of social equity is-
sues about increasing participation by women and minority group 
members on boards of directors—and I don’t see that as much to-
day. 
I think the arguments in favor of board diversity are much more so-
phisticated today, and that we’re really talking about trying to help 
boards to provide stronger oversight.  We’re trying to help boards 
to eliminate the possibility of groupthink I think.29 
 
A white female director specifically mentioned her own role in 
avoiding groupthink in connection with a CEO succession decision.  A 
group of directors (the “real champions”) seemed to be suppressing dis-
sent and pushing the board toward a particular candidate until our re-
spondent intervened and insisted on closer scrutiny.  She characterized 
her proposal as one  “that I don’t think a white male would have suggest-
ed,” and thus evidence of the benefit of board diversity. 
 
Text 17 
A: But part of it was that we suffered from groupthink in making 
the decision.  This guy had several real champions and once again 
they dominated the conversation to the point that you couldn’t get 
out the concerns that you had—so what I insisted on and really I 
went head to head with the one board colleague who was most like-
ly to cut you off.  I insisted because he was the one who said “we 
have the right guy.  He’s right here.”  Well, that may be true, but we 
need to arrive at that conclusion by looking at what else is out there 
and by examining not only this person’s strengths, but what are our 
concerns, what are his development needs and how are we going to 
address those, and so we ended up having finally a very long and 
healthy discussion where everybody on the board had to express 
whatever concerns they had, and we talked about how we would 
 
 29. Intv. 36. 
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address those, and then I felt comfortable that we’re making a well 
thought out decision.30 
 
The white male respondent quoted above in Text 13, who is also an 
academic, attempted to reconcile the seemingly conflicting values of 
avoiding groupthink and fostering consensus: 
 
Text 18 
Q: Could you talk a little bit about the consensus norm?  As you 
know, academics love to talk about groupthink and the like.  Is this 
a productive norm or does it have costs?  I’m not suggesting that 
people should sit around and argue all day the way they might in a 
faculty meeting, but does it, in your view, makes decision making 
better, worse, no effect? . . . 
A: I think it’s helpful.  Why would it be helpful?  It’s because you’re 
doing more than reaching a decision.  You’re managing.  If you look 
at the Delaware Corporation Code in section 141, it says the job of 
the board is to manage the company, so that includes lots of things, 
like coming to a decision, but it’s also an oversight role, a monitor-
ing role and you’re implementing something. . . . 
The corporate analog is once we agree on a policy, I’m supposed to 
help implement it.  I can’t sabotage it ongoing.  I think the consen-
sus norm relates to that.  If you don’t feel censored, if you feel like 
you can talk, which in my experience people can talk and say what 
they think and then, it turns out that the company wants to go in a 
certain direction, then my job is to help make it work.  So, what’s 
the point of saying no then?  It’s going to go through.  It should be 
twelve-zero rather than ten-two.  I mean, basically then what I’m 
signaling when I say yes is, “Okay.  I had my shot.  I couldn’t per-
suade you people.  Now I’m going to help make it work.” That’s my 
job.  That’s, I think, what unanimity norm does.  It isn’t total.  I’ve 
seen it violated once or twice, but for the most part, you try to do 
it.31 
 
 30. Intv. 83. 
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To be clear, our respondents do not contend that boards should 
never disagree, only that such disagreement should be cordial and follow 
the prevailing corporate cultural norms of engagement.  Nonetheless, we 
heard a number of stories of board members who did not work out, due 
to “asking hard questions” in an “aggressive” manner, and of boards that 
were ineffective, because of “unproductive” disagreement.  According to 
our respondents, however, such instances are rare—board members who 
find themselves out of step with prevailing board norms of consensus ei-
ther resign or are asked to leave the board. 
V. FITTING IN VERSUS THE OUTSIDER ROLE 
The prior Part discussed stories of substantive agreement and disa-
greement in the boardroom.  These stories highlighted the importance 
attached by directors to a collegial and productive boardroom environ-
ment (both among the board and between the board and management), 
and adherence to the consensus norm that pervades the boardroom.  Re-
lated to those stories are narratives at another level, about the efforts of 
individuals to look, speak, and behave like a director.  In other words, 
this Part discusses the pains taken by directors to “perform” the social 
role of director, in the sense of presenting oneself in a way that is appro-
priate to time, place, and audience.32  All directors, regardless of race or 
gender, emphasize the importance of being perceived by board col-
leagues as competent and intelligent—that is, as a “real” director.  Direc-
tors thus give careful thought to the way in which their questions, com-
ments, behavior, and even their dress are perceived by other board 
members. 
Though a few of our female and minority respondents reported feel-
ing like an outsider, even after a long period of service on a board, most 
did not.  Rather, most said that they were treated well and respected, alt-
hough this sometimes had come only after an adjustment period during 
which the director observed the behavior, dress, and demeanor of others; 
learned the substance of the company’s business and the work of the 
board; and gradually became integrated into the boardroom culture.  
Though this observation and adjustment period was mentioned more of-
ten by female and minority respondents than by white males, some white 
male directors emphasized that it would be normal for any new director 
to ease slowly into a new boardroom, spending more time at the begin-
ning listening and learning than actively participating and asking ques-
tions. 
 
 32. The performance perspective derives in large part from the work of the sociologist Erving 
Goffman, who thought about everyday social behavior by analogy to theatrical performances.  That is, 
the social actor, like the skilled dramatic actor, takes on a role, develops a belief in it, and crafts a per-
formance that is appropriate for the audience and mindful of the entire social context.  See, e.g., 
ERVING GOFFMAN, FRAME ANALYSIS: AN ESSAY ON THE ORGANIZATION OF EXPERIENCE (1974); 
ERVING GOFFMAN, THE PRESENTATION OF SELF IN EVERYDAY LIFE (1959). 
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The white male director quoted in Texts 13 and 18 above, for exam-
ple, discussed at some length his efforts to overcome his outsider status 
as an academic.  According to him, it would be normal for any director to 
experience an adjustment period when joining a new board.  However, 
his adjustment period, which he lessened somewhat by reading about 
boards and asking other directors about proper behavioral norms, was 
more difficult because of his new colleagues’ preconceptions about prof-
essorial behavior: 
 
Text 19 
Q: Let me focus on the word “behave” [which respondent had just 
used].  You’re talking about substantive positions on issues, but was 
there a behavioral side to this that they thought you’d act and inter-
act in a particular way? 
A: I think people were worried that I would be giving lectures.  
They thought I might be a little snobby because I was a [name of 
university] professor.  There are very different norms in board 
meetings about how you talk and how much you talk and how you 
reach consensus.  The difference between a faculty meeting and a 
board meeting is very, very large.  I thought they were worried that 
I would mis-fit.  But I’d read enough about what goes on and tried 
to pick things up and ask people I knew who were directors and so, 
I behaved like a director.  That is, I thought my job was to behave 
like a director if I was a director, but they were initially concerned 
that I would behave like their view of what a professor would be-
have like. 
Q: Were you able to jump right in behaving like a director or did 
you have to hold back for a while?  How did that work? 
A: I had to hold back forever compared to being on a faculty. . . . I 
had to essentially behave differently.  Looking back, I don’t think I 
screwed it up too much at the start, but I was very self-conscious at 
the start of how I had to behave.  I talked much less at the start than 
I do now, so I was really trying to be careful about it. 
Q: Is that common, do you think, for all new directors, meaning 
when you’ve just come onto a company, or was it because you were 
coming from a different environment? 
A: I think it is common for new directors to be a little reticent and I 
was like—I wouldn’t say I was doubly in any precise sense reti-
cent—but I was conscious that it wasn’t only that I didn’t know the 
industry.  It was that I also had to learn how to behave, which other 
people didn’t really have.33 
 
Female and minority directors are especially likely to report work-
ing hard at managing the impressions of other board members, putting 
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colleagues at ease, and fitting into the boardroom environment.  For ex-
ample, this white female director spent years adjusting to the male-
dominated culture of one boardroom: 
 
Text 20 
A: Right.  But I’ll tell you something else.  It took me several years 
to be comfortable at this board, partly because it was—the culture 
was so male—not just male dominated, but a particular kind of cul-
ture, and because I didn’t know it.34 
 
An African American female director whose professional and edu-
cational background was also quite different from those of most directors 
told the following story of her successful efforts to gain the trust and ac-
ceptance of her new board colleagues: 
 
Text 21 
A: [I]n being on the board at [company name], I’ve consciously 
forced myself out of my comfort zone because I knew I had to know 
these people and learn who they are and interact with them and so 
after the conclusion of the board meetings, I found myself looking 
around and I was saying, why am I always the last person here and 
that was a conscious decision that I had made.  I hung around and I 
talked to people and got to know them, and that paid off because 
they felt comfortable with me.  They felt comfortable calling me up 
and saying, “let me bounce something off of you.”  They felt com-
fortable saying, “I’m going to sit beside [name of respondent] at the 
meeting today,” and so that may be my biggest success on that 
board, was letting them know who I was and letting them know 
we’re all on the same team, and I wasn’t that student who always 
raised my hand.  I knew the answer. . . . 
I would get there early because I realized that some of them got 
there early.  If the meeting started at two, they were there at twelve.  
So I started coming early and have lunch with them in the cafeteria, 
so I kind of developed my little group.  I knew they were going to 
be there, and I would sit at the table and talk with them and under-
stood what the rituals were.  Then they would all go to another little 
area and read the papers and sit and talk.  And so you talk about—
you have a board meeting, but then they go out to the parking lot 
and talk.  I began to understand that decisions were not only made 
in the board room, but they’re made somewhere else, and so if I 
hadn’t stepped outside of my comfort zone, I would never have 
known that.35 
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Notice, however, that this acceptance as part of the group came only 
with time, and only after continued efforts from our respondent.  Though 
the other directors made no overt attempts to exclude her, neither did 
they inform her of unofficial group norms, such as arriving early to lunch 
together, despite the fact that informal board business sometimes oc-
curred during these gatherings: 
 
Text 22 
Q: But nobody came up to you and said, “Hey, [identifying director 
information], come a little early next time because we have lunch in 
the [company cafeteria]?” 
A: Uh-uh.  They didn’t. . . . Then after a couple of times they began 
to look for me, and we’re going to lunch, and so we had our table 
that we sat at and so I just kind of learned how to click with the 
group. 
Q: Have you done that your whole life, worked hard to fit in to 
whatever group you’re in? 
A: I have.36 
 
Of particular interest in this category of stories are our respondents’ 
numerous sports references.  Many female directors emphasized their in-
terest in watching and discussing sports.  Some female directors specifi-
cally invoked this as an example of the ways in which they attempted to 
initiate conversations and build connections with male directors.  Some 
of our female and minority respondents told us that relationships formed 
around sports—most often, golf—built the personal and professional 
connections that led to their first boardroom opportunity.  Others em-
phasized that playing golf with other directors and/or with senior man-
agement was a means of connecting with colleagues outside of the board-
room. 
We were also struck by the frequency with which respondents in-
voked sports references to describe the boardroom experience and/or the 
role of the board.  For example, we heard directors refer to subject-
matter experts as “the bench,” to the board (or a specific director) as 
“the coach,” to CEO selection under the “Rooney Rule,”37 and numer-
ous other examples. 
Finally, many respondents discussed—sometimes at our request—
socializing, or its absence, outside of the boardroom.  Only a single re-
spondent (an African American male) reported a belief that other board 
 
 36. Id. 
 37. The National Football League’s “Rooney Rule,” named after its principal proponent, Pitts-
burgh Steelers owner Dan Rooney (and not his famous father, Art), requires every NFL team with a 
head coaching vacancy to interview at least one minority candidate.  See Kim Van Der Zon, Bring the 
NFL “Rooney Rule” into Corporate Boardrooms, FORBES.COM (May 9, 2012, 2:35 PM), http://www. 
forbes.com/sites/forbeswomanfiles/2012/05/09/bring-the-nfl-rooney-rule-into-corporate-boardrooms/ 
(arguing for a version of the Rooney Rule in corporate director searches). 
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members excluded him from social activities.38  Several respondents, 
however, reported some discomfort in connection with social activities 
outside of the boardroom.  Most often, this was because of gender divi-
sions (“wife activities,” such as museum visits, versus “board activities,” 
such as golf or fishing) that placed female directors and their husbands in 
uncomfortable situations.  Many directors emphasized that boards en-
gaged in social activities less often now than was once the case.  Alt-
hough this stemmed in part from boards’ increased workloads and the 
unwillingness of shareholders to foot the bill for such luxuries, many also 
mentioned that the inclusion of women in the boardroom had contribut-
ed to the disappearance of golf, fishing, hunting, and other traditional 
boardroom outings.  Most of our respondents, including white males, 
celebrated this change as a positive one. 
A story from a white female director involving golf illustrates the 
point well: in responding to a question about how her presence as a 
woman might have affected conversations in the boardroom, she said 
 
Text 23 
A: Well sometimes around goofy things.  You know?  Like it used 
to be that we always have to go to Florida for our board meetings, 
and all the men would want to play golf.  Well [name of another 
female director] and I don’t play golf, so we would go and say 
“okay, since the company is paying two hundred dollars for you to 
play golf, and we don’t play golf, do we get to have two hundred 
dollars to go shopping or to go have a massage?”  Of course the an-
swer is always no, but so now they don’t do that anymore. 
Q: No golf anymore? 
A: No golf anymore.  No, no golf anymore.  Now that might be a 
good thing, it might be a bad thing, but again I think the guys who 
wanted to do that—which are all off the board now—and the guys 
who are on the board, neither [female director] or I play golf, I 
don’t know how many, I can’t even keep track of who plays golf 
since I don’t.  I really don’t pay attention.  We don’t do that any-
more, and I think as goofy as that sounds, I think they sort of went 
to themselves “hmm, if we’re going to have a social activity, we 
need to have it be inclusive rather than purposefully exclusive, and 
oh P.S. the two women on this board neither of them play golf so it 
looks like we’re being,” I can imagine that thought process going 
through the C suite being “this just doesn’t look good anymore.”39 
 
As in the discussion of groupthink in Part IV, our respondents’ ac-
counts reflect a certain tension.  That is, female and minority directors 
are valuable in part because of their “outsider” status—their independ-
 
 38. Broome, Conley, & Krawiec, supra note 1, at 785–86 (discussing this story in detail). 
 39. Intv. 50. 
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ence from management and other board members, by virtue of their de-
mographic difference—which can reduce groupthink and increase board 
independence.  Yet at the same time, all board members are explicitly 
screened on the basis of their fit with the rest of the group.  As the evi-
dence in this Part reveals, rather than embracing their outsider status on 
the board, female and minority directors report an understandable desire 
to fit in, to be perceived as just another board member who is competent 
and valued for her skill set and other substantive attributes, rather than 
for her gender, race, or ethnicity. 
One white male respondent explicitly addressed this tension, in re-
sponse to a question from us.  As Text 24 demonstrates, there is no sim-
ple resolution; indeed, there is probably no resolution at all.  One must 
be simultaneously similar and different—similar enough to be taken se-
riously and to be able to work effectively in the particular board envi-
ronment, yet able to maintain whatever distinct perspective might give 
diversity its salience: 
 
Text 24 
Q: One other thing that interests me is we’ve talked a little bit 
about people of different backgrounds, demographic backgrounds 
perhaps bring a different point of view, but I wonder if there’s pres-
sure on a woman or a person of color when coming onto a board to 
act just like the white guys who have always been on the board.  Do 
you think there’s a conformity pressure that dilutes the value of dif-
ference? 
A: There probably is, but it doesn’t have anything to do with that 
it’s a group of white guys or a group of older guys or a group of con-
servatives.  It just has to do with if a Mormon goes into a biker bar 
[chuckle], nobody has to say a word and truly not mean anything, 
but you’re just there and everybody instinctively as a human take 
their cues.  Culture is, the McKenzie definition is just how do we do 
things around here?  So how do you disagree with a CEO?  In some 
companies the director will go,  “I think that’s bullshit,” and in 
some companies that would be like throwing mustard on his shirt.  
In other companies you’d say “have you thought about this?” and 
pose it like that, so that’s where the pressure is, is to kind of find the 
way that things are done effectively and act in that.  Now that, then, 
gets to this complicated question of well, why are they acting the 
way they’re acting?  Is it because they’re all white men or whatever 
it might be?  But that could be answered “yes, because they’re all 
white men,” but the pressure is not to be like an old white man.  It’s 
just to adopt the norms of how things get done, and that’s no differ-
ent than it is in the school or my seven-year-old’s kindergarten or 
wherever it is.40 
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VI. CRITICAL MASS VERSUS THE FIRST-AND-ONLY 
Closely related to the problem of fitting in versus being an outsider 
in the boardroom is the issue of critical mass: the theory that women and 
racial or ethnic minorities are unlikely to have an impact in the board-
room until they grow from a few tokens into a considerable minority of 
the board.41  In contrast to other recent qualitative research on corporate 
boards, we find limited support among our respondents for critical mass 
theory.42 
Some female respondents expressed the view, consistent with Rosa-
beth Moss Kanter’s original articulation of critical mass theory,43 that 
having more women on the board increased their comfort level.  We also 
heard stories of the stresses associated with being the first-and-only fe-
male or minority board member, including the pressure to work harder; 
automatic visibility, and the heightened scrutiny that comes with it; being 
viewed as the sole representative of an essentialized conception of fe-
male or minority interests; and anxiety about making it harder for future 
female or minority candidates. 
One white female—and obviously well-read—respondent cited both 
Kanter and Vicki Kramer’s Wellesley study44 of critical mass in response 
to a question regarding what it felt like to go from being the lone woman 
on a board to one of three women directors: 
 
Text 25 
A: [I]f you hadn’t seen [Vicki Kramer’s] work, I wanted to be sure 
to mention it.  But I would have figured that you would, and I’m 
glad you have.  I think she’s right: I think there is a feeling that 
when you have two or certainly three women on the board, then 
some of the pressure to represent all women, or some of your token 
visibility in the Rosabeth Moss Kanter sense goes away.  I think it 
makes a difference, yes. . . . 
And I do recall, to go back to your earlier question that when I was 
the only one on the [identifying company information] board . . . it 
did feel like I was continually representing something, or being a 
token.  And that didn’t feel nearly as good as being part of a group 
of two or three.45 
 
Another white female director noted the different atmosphere—
 
 41. Lissa Lamkin Broome, John M. Conley, & Kimberly D. Krawiec, Does Critical Mass Matter? 
Views from the Boardroom, 34 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 1049 (2011) (discussing critical mass in detail).   
 42. Compare VICKI W. KRAMER ET AL., CRITICAL MASS ON CORPORATE BOARDS: WHY THREE 
OR MORE WOMEN ENHANCE GOVERNANCE (Wellesley Ctrs. for Women 2006) (concluding that a 
critical mass of women improves corporate governance), with Broome, Conley, & Krawiec, supra note 
41 (finding more limited support for critical mass theory). 
 43. See ROSABETH MOSS KANTER, MEN AND WOMEN OF THE CORPORATION 206–42 (1977). 
 44. See KRAMER ET AL., supra note 42. 
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including the different attitudes of male board members—when a second 
female joined the board, but acknowledged that this was likely due to the 
particular personality and experience of her new female colleague rather 
than to the general presence of more women in the boardroom: 
 
Text 26 
Q: Did you see any changes in board dynamics when it went from 
just yourself to another woman, as well? 
A: The particular woman, I think, influenced it more than the fact 
that she was a woman.  I think that she’s much more outspoken.  
And I tend to be outspoken most of the time, but she was even 
more aggressive, and that caused the other men to—when I—they 
did grandstanding, let’s put it that way.  I found that it’s a very in-
teresting dynamic that several of the men had to show that—
monopolize the conversation.46 
 
In response to follow-up questions about the source of the second 
woman’s aggressive behavior, our respondent concluded that it was due 
to her experience in retailing, which gave her a greater knowledge of the 
subject matter than the male directors without such experience, rather 
than to the fact that she was a female on a largely male board.  Moreo-
ver, the male directors did not, in our respondent’s view, perceive the 
two female directors as “ganging up against them,” despite the fact that 
the two women were often in agreement during board debates. 
Yet our respondents’ critical mass narratives were often in tension 
with their professed comfort with their first-and-only status.  Many of our 
respondents tend to view themselves as trailblazers—often the first-and-
only female or minority at many important career stages.  They exhibit 
pride in the notion that they are highly qualified corporate directors, ac-
customed to their outsider status, and needing no additional reassurance 
or support from the presence of other members of their demographic 
group.  All report an ability to function as effective directors even when 
the sole female or minority in the boardroom.  Moreover, with the possi-
ble exception of employee relations, our interviews do not support theo-
ries that a critical mass of female directors will produce different, or dis-
tinctly feminine, outcomes. 
A white female director expressed the point well, in response to a 
question about how it felt to be the first woman on a particular board: 
 
Text 27 
A: Well that’s been my journey so I didn’t really feel any different 
than my entire career [laughter] because when you start your career 
in the late seventies and early eighties you’re the first woman at an-
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ything.  At [name of company] I was the first woman general man-
ager, first woman brought into the management training program, 
first woman vice-president—you know, those types of things—and 
so it kind of had been my journey so it didn’t feel any different than 
the other things that I had done.  I guess probably one of the things 
that I’m most proud of is that I haven’t stayed the only woman on 
any of the boards that I’ve joined, and that I’m very proud of be-
cause I think sometimes companies say “well, we’ve got ours,” and 
they don’t pursue it so.47 
 
Another white female director (who also served as a senior-level 
executive for the company) discussed her chilly reception as the compa-
ny’s first female board member, but emphasized that by the time she 
joined the board, she had already become used to such reactions and 
thus was not bothered by them.  The board’s skepticism toward her was 
eventually overcome, but only after her demonstrated success with the 
company.  This acceptance, however, did not appear to result in a greater 
acceptance of female business leaders generally, as the company in ques-
tion currently has no female board members: 
 
Text 28 
Q: I’ve still got in my mind that remark that was made to you at the 
first meeting, “What are you doing here?”  Was that isolated?  Was 
that the only instance of that kind of personal disrespect or hostility, 
or did that kind of thing come from other sources, as well? 
A: I felt it through several other people on the board.  But I experi-
enced that through all my early career, so I was very used to that. 
Q: How did you feel it through other members—from other mem-
bers of the board?  Were they saying things?  Or how were they 
manifesting that kind of feeling toward you? 
A: I think initially when I would bring something up, you kind of 
felt that they were polite, and then, “Oh, that’s great,” and then 
went to the next person, and I don’t really think they took me seri-
ously initially.  But, as I said, as I was successful in turning the com-
pany around, then they did listen to me and I was able to really in-
ject myself. 
Q: Do you think that example of your success with the company 
rubbed off on them so that they might thereafter not be so dis-
missive of women? 
A: If it did, it isn’t shown in their number of women board mem-
bers.  I think we talked about the fact they [now] have none.48 
 
Though both female and minority respondents provided insight on 
 
 47. Intv. 57. 
 48. Intv. 67. 
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their first-and-only status, or about tokenism more specifically, very few 
of our texts address the issue of a critical mass of minority (as opposed to 
female) directors.  In part, this reflects the simple fact that it is hard to 
find a public company with multiple minority directors.  And even when 
one is found, the minorities may be from different demographic groups, 
such as African Americans, Asians, or Hispanics. 
VII.  SIGNALING VERSUS MEANINGLESS PUBLIC RELATIONS 
There are also stories that suggest that a diverse board may signal to 
customers, employees, shareholders, and other constituencies such as 
communities, regulators, or activists about a company’s values.  When 
pressed, no one ultimately claimed to believe that customers are aware of 
who is on the board.  However, some recognized that when others—
perhaps particular activist groups—point out a lack of diversity, consum-
ers in the underrepresented demographic group might decide to take 
their business elsewhere.  This point was suggested by a white female di-
rector of a manufacturing company, when asked what she would say to a 
skeptical white male board member about the value of diversity.  Her re-
sponse referred to employees as well as customers as recipients of the 
signal: 
 
Text 29 
A: [I]f we can look like the people who are buying our products, it 
will show that we respect them and they will either work harder for 
us and say, “yup those people respect my opinion because look, 
they have an African American on the board, and he speaks for me 
because I’m an African American,” or “they have women on that 
board,” or “they have a Chinese person on that board,” and our 
public will look at us and say “they’re dedicated to making sure that 
all voices are heard at that company.  The price is the same, but 
company X doesn’t have any women or any people of color.  I’m 
going to buy from this company, because they are showing that they 
respect global vision, and they respect a lot of people’s voices,” and 
that’s what I would say to this man.49 
 
A white male director made a similar point and also referred to em-
ployees along with customers. 
 
Text 30 
A: I think it’s important for business reasons also because your cus-
tomers and your employees look at the board, and they would like 
to have representation on the board from their social climb or race 
or whatever, so I do think it’s important but it’s not the determining 
 
 49. Intv. 50. 
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factor.  The determining factor is whether they’re qualified to be on 
a public company board or not.50 
 
We heard skepticism about the extent to which employees actually 
pay attention to the composition of the board.  Nonetheless, some of our 
respondents are convinced that employees do pay attention and respond 
to board diversity, perhaps by taking away the message that the company 
offers opportunity to all.  Senior executives who interact with the board 
on a regular basis are surely aware of the board’s demographic composi-
tion, and some board members believe that women and minority execu-
tives are heartened to see diversity in the body that selects the CEO.  We 
have also heard stories about rank-and-file workers having a positive re-
action to board diversity when they were made aware of it.  Many of the 
companies represented in our interview sample did go to some lengths to 
inform employees of board composition, especially when there was some 
diversity on the board.  Pictures of the board as a group or individually 
were displayed in the company’s annual report, in announcements to 
employees, and in videos distributed to employees to tout board diversi-
ty.  In several instances, the effort to connect board members and em-
ployees was direct, with the company arranging meetings between a fe-
male director and female employees or a minority director seeking to 
make contact with minority employees.  A white female director report-
ed on the effect one such meeting had on the female employees: 
 
Text 31 
A: Well, they at least had somebody who was listening.  And I guess 
it had a good effect.  It really took a regime change, though, for it to 
really begin to show up, that there really was interest in top man-
agement.  I mean, the message came back loud and clear, and eve-
ryone decided they were going to do something about making 
women feel that there was a place for them in top management.  
But it really took a while for it to come through and . . . I was the 
messenger of that message.51 
 
In another case, a white male director and a female director made a 
visit to one of the company’s plants.  The male director noted in describ-
ing the visit: 
 
Text 32 
A: [T]he regional manager was a woman, and there were just a lot 
of women.  And I remember being struck by that.  It’s one thing to 
look at statistics.  It’s another to see it in the workplace.  And this 
 
 50. Intv. 93.  
 51. Intv. 55.  
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was a large facility.  And the women were so focused on [the wom-
an director] and it was kind of like I didn’t exist.52 
 
Another white male director observed, however, that the composition of 
senior management sent a much stronger signal to employees than the 
composition of the board: 
 
Text 33 
A: [T]he composition of our senior management is four times as 
important as the composition of the board.  That’s where the cue is 
taken, is of the CEO and the CEO’s direct reports, so you could 
have the most diverse board in the world and if you’ve got a mono-
culture of CEO and direct reports, that board doesn’t matter very 
much in the perception of employees.53 
 
An Asian American male director, quoted earlier in Texts 7 and 9, dis-
cussed his company’s store-level sales associates, but thought that the 
company had never considered them as recipients of a diversity signal: 
 
Text 34 
A: I would say that the majority of our store-level employees are 
African American, probably.  And so that’s interesting.  I don’t 
think anyone’s ever viewed it as an issue, from that perspective, alt-
hough you would think we ought to, right?54 
 
Shareholders elect directors and thus have an annual opportunity in 
a company’s proxy statement to review the composition of the board and 
(since 2010) the company’s statement about whether it considers diversi-
ty in the board nomination process.55  Those shareholders who actually 
read these materials can usually discern the gender of board candidates, 
but determining race or ethnicity may be impossible if the company has 
not included photos.  In any event, in only a few cases was shareholder 
pressure regarding the board’s diversity mentioned in our interviews, and 
in those cases the pressure came from institutional investors: 
 
Text 35 
Q: You said earlier that you thought investors might care.  What 
type of investor do you think cares?  I’m assuming it’s not the hedge 
funds. 
 
 52. Intv. 69. 
 53. Intv. 45. 
 54. Intv. 81. 
 55. Item 407(c)(2)(vi) of Regulation S-K, 74 Fed. Reg. 68,334 (Dec. 23, 2009) (codified at 17 
C.F.R. pt. 229). 
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A: Well maybe.  I mean it’s institutional investors.  Yeah.  I think 
they’re looking at these things.  Probably it doesn’t rank very high 
on their list of things they look at, but yeah.56 
 
Regulators, communities, and specific interest groups may also be 
the recipients of the signals sent by diversity in the boardroom.  There 
may be a sense in some regulated industries that the government regula-
tor is aware of the demographic composition of each company’s board 
and may look more favorably on a company with a demographically di-
verse board.  In some specific cases, boards became more diverse in re-
sponse to pressure exerted by outside interest groups: 
 
Text 36 
A: I mean I can tell you, for example, at [name of company] when I 
was chairman of the board that I received letters from the Ameri-
can Hispanic Society suggesting that I didn’t have people on the 
board of Hispanic background or enough people in management of 
Hispanic background in [name of city] where our headquarters was.  
I would get some pressure from the community that you should 
have more African Americans on your board and in your manage-
ment.  I mean it wasn’t something that was untoward.  It was the re-
alization that you’re in a community of, I think it was forty-five per-
cent African Americans, and why don’t you have more on your 
board.57 
 
On the positive side of the same coin, an African American woman dis-
cussed the public perception created by a diverse board: 
 
Text 37 
A: The other thing it adds, too, is companies get to a point in their 
corporate life—and I may have already said that—is they recognize 
that they have to do things differently, and when they have talented 
minorities on their board as somebody who can add value, they are 
perceived differently in the business community.  They’re perceived 
as being forward-looking.  They’re perceived as having recognized 
that we need to do things differently, and we recognize that it’s a 
different world.  They are perceived differently by their external 
CPAs.  I sat on an audit committee, and it’s amazing how the dy-
namics change.  The external CPAs look at the committees differ-
ently because they think that if you have that financial expert who 
happens to be a woman, or you have that bank regulator, the con-
versations that you have are different.  You talk about different 
things at the board level.  You talk about different things from a 
 
 56. Intv. 56. 
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committee level.  It just ratchets it up, and I think the whole view of 
the board from a corporate standpoint has changed.58 
 
Signaling is a complicated phenomenon, however, and especially so 
in the case of board diversity.59  In particular, signals must be credible: 
that is, recipients must be able to differentiate “cheap talk”—
meaningless public relations—from meaningful information.  Moreover, 
while such signaling could be a significant reason for and effect of board 
diversity, it says nothing about whether diversity affects how boards ac-
tually function.  It is this improved board functioning—rather than sig-
naling—that was most often raised by our respondents as the primary 
benefit of board diversity. 
VIII.  IF BOARD DIVERSITY IS GOOD, WHY ISN’T THERE MORE OF IT? 
As we have repeatedly noted, almost all respondents said that board 
diversity was beneficial, and many expressed a desire to see more of it.  
When we asked why boards were not more diverse, the response almost 
always related to the talent pool.  Many thought it was just a matter of 
time before more women and minorities gained sufficient experience at 
the appropriate corporate level to be qualified for and considered for 
board service.  A white male respondent gave what seemed to be the 
standard explanation: 
 
Text 38 
A: Well the easy answer is because there’s not enough qualified 
people, but I think that’s a copout.  I think that a lot of work needs 
to be done in educating boards, and the CEOs to get on the ball 
here.  It’s frustrating to me at times that more progress hasn’t been 
made in the forty years that I’ve been doing this, and I don’t have 
an excuse for it other than there’s not enough pressure, if that’s the 
right word, being placed on CEOs for upper level management con-
sidered female or minority.  I think we’re getting a larger and larger 
pool of qualified talent every year.  I mean it takes twenty to twen-
ty-five years to get somebody to the level of experience of a [name 
of a white male director].  You don’t get that in five years, so it’s an 
ongoing process, and I would say probably we didn’t wake up until 
the eighties in getting people educated and into first-level manage-
ment positions so that they could go further so I think maybe now 
we’re starting to see the results of that, and that’s why there’s more 
qualified people coming, but I don’t have any excuse for why 
there’s fifteen percent of the people on boards or management.60 
 
 58. Intv. 43. 
 59. Signaling is discussed in more detail in Lissa Lamkin Broome & Kimberly D. Krawiec, Sig-
naling Through Board Diversity: Is Anyone Listening?, 77 U. CIN. L. REV. 431 (2008). 
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A few respondents acknowledged that boards would need to look 
beyond CEOs and retired CEOs—the preferred background in many 
board searches—to find women and minority candidates.  These re-
spondents suggested CFOs (for their financial expertise) or division pres-
idents, COOs, or others with significant responsibility for profit and loss 
as places to look for candidates.  According to a white female director: 
 
Text 39 
A: One question you asked very early on, Kim, about why is it so 
hard to surface the candidates, one of the things that we were fo-
cused on both at [Company A] and at [Company B] with the most 
recent additions was getting people who had been or were CEOs, 
and there’s a limited number of women and minority candidates 
that have been CEOs or presidents of companies, and so you might 
find CFOs, CIOs, Chief Administrative Officers but not so many 
presidents and CEOs, and people are looking for that when they 
look for board members.61 
 
Another common requirement that limits board opportunities for 
female and minority candidates is prior board service.  A white male di-
rector noted: 
 
Text 40 
A: I had a rather important director who basically kept saying to 
me, when I was trying to diversify that board, he said, “well, we 
want candidates that have had prior board experience.”  And that 
can disqualify a lot of people, and that’s really a bad disqualifier. . . . 
And we had worked hard, and the board was then operating well 
together, and he was concerned that someone that didn’t have prior 
board experience wouldn’t know how to act in a board room, to be 
a lone ranger.  There’s some validity to that, but if you require prior 
board experience, well, guess what?  That really limits your pool.  
So getting rid of that, I tell people, “don’t have that.  It’s nice if you 
can find it, but that eliminates a whole lot of people and, frankly, a 
lot of fresh, younger thinkers.”62 
 
Some respondents assumed that the pipeline for female board 
members would fill faster than that for minorities, perhaps by virtue of 
the fact that fifty percent of the population is female.  As a white female 
director put it: 
 
 
 
 61. Intv. 57. 
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Text 41 
A: I would say there are fewer salient racial minority leaders who 
are brought to our attention, than women.  And I’m not quite sure 
why that would be.  But we had a harder time deepening our list of 
minority candidates than women, even though, in the end, I think 
we had some very strong minority representatives.  So, it may be 
that there are just fewer people who come to mind, or it may be 
that as a woman I was more aware of the women I wanted to sug-
gest.63 
 
Only a few respondents appeared to have carefully considered why 
the pipeline was not fuller, and whether those conditions would change 
in the coming years.  One white male talked about education and the en-
couragement provided to women and minorities at a young age: 
 
Text 42 
A: I’m worried, but it’s not because I don’t think they’re sought and 
accepted at boards.  I’m worried because if you’re blind to color or 
gender and you go get me a pool of a hundred candidates, I’m wor-
ried because I know that the number of women and people of color 
in there is going to be proportionately far less than their representa-
tion in society and that goes all the way back to, in my personal 
opinion, it starts in school with what kind of aspirations do these 
kids have and what are they encouraged to do and then from there.  
That’s what worries me.64 
 
A white woman described some of the difficulties faced by women 
in advancing to the upper-level management positions typically associat-
ed with candidates for board service: 
 
Text 43 
A: There was one example that I used to give of someone who was 
a mother, and who had a family who was important to her, who was 
moving up, but I never got the sense that she was going to move up 
quite as fast, or as far.  And the general feeling around the table, 
certainly from the [company’s] key leaders, themselves, was that 
you really needed to prove yourself.  I mean, that there were ways 
in which if you were going to get to the top, you had to be willing to 
play by the same rules, and show that you were dedicated and show 
that you had it in you, and that that was more important than 
changing the game somehow, so that a young woman with a family 
might have a chance to make it someday.65 
 
 63. Intv. 60. 
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While our interviews were taking place, the SEC amended Item 
407(c)(2)(vi) of Regulation S-K to require public companies to disclose 
in their annual proxy statements whether they consider diversity in the 
board nomination process, whether they have a diversity policy, and, if 
they do, to assess the effectiveness of that diversity policy.66  Most com-
panies say that they “consider” diversity in their board nomination pro-
cess, but very few claim to have a diversity “policy” and therefore do not 
discuss the effectiveness of their diversity efforts.67  The SEC has re-
sponded to a few companies in the proxy comment process that “consid-
eration” of diversity is a diversity “policy” whose effectiveness must be 
assessed,68 but for now most companies appear to be parsing the words of 
the regulation precisely.69 
The U.S. approach of allowing market forces to determine the de-
mographic makeup of the board is under severe pressure in many other 
countries.  Gender diversity quotas have been mandated in Norway, 
Spain, and France.70  In Norway, companies that fail to have forty percent 
female board representation face delisting from the stock exchange.71  
The penalties for failure to comply by the effective date are less severe in 
Spain and France.72  The Netherlands, Belgium, and Italy are also active-
ly discussing a quota requirement.73  Another approach is for govern-
ments to suggest diversity targets or for companies to voluntarily commit 
to achieve certain diversity targets, in an effort to avoid government 
mandated quotas.74 
Efforts have been underway in the United States and elsewhere in 
the world to mentor and educate potential female and minority board 
members.75  The Australian Institute of Company Directors is leading 
 
 66. Proxy Disclosure Enhancements, 74 Fed. Reg. 68,334, 68,343–44 (Dec. 23, 2009) (codified at 
17 C.F.R. pt. 229). 
 67. Thomas Lee Hazen & Lissa Lamkin Broome, Board Diversity and Proxy Disclosure, 37 U. 
DAYTON L. REV. 39, 60–64 (2011). 
 68. E.g., Letter from Kate Tillan, Assistant Chief Accountant, SEC, to Robert M. Davis, Chief 
Fin. Officer, Baxter Int’l, Inc. 3 (Apr. 7, 2010), available at http://secfilings.nyse.com/cgi/image?g= 
&quest=1&rid=23&ipage=7049265&doc=2 (“We note your disclosure . . . that ‘diversity of back-
ground’ is a relevant factor in the selection of directors process.  In future filings please describe how 
this policy is implemented, as well as how the corporate governance committee assesses the effective-
ness of its policy as requested by Item 407(c)(2)(vi) of Regulation S-K.”).  
 69. Hazen & Broome, supra note 67, at 65–66. 
 70. Douglas M. Branson, Women on Boards of Directors: A Global Snapshot 6–7 (Univ. of Pitts-
burgh L. Sch. Legal Stud. Res. Paper Series, Working Paper No. 2011-05, 2011), available at http:// 
papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1762615.  
 71. Id. at 6. 
 72. Id. at 6–7. 
 73. Id. at 6. 
 74. E.g., Zoe Wood & Tom Bawden, Inquiry Calls for More Women in Boardroom, GUARDIAN 
(Feb. 24, 2011, 4:28 AM), http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2011/feb/24/davies-inquiry-women-
boardroom-targets-quotas (noting that a British government report, the Davies Report, called for 
British companies to achieve twenty-five percent female board representation by 2015). 
 75. Numerous organizations, including Catalyst, Inc., the Executive Leadership Council, and the 
Hispanic Association on Corporate Responsibility, have been involved in efforts to mentor and edu-
cate potential diverse directors.  Their respective websites detail some of the efforts of these organiza-
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one such effort that pairs a corporate board chair (in Australia this is an 
independent director, rather than the CEO, as is often the case in the 
United States) with a potential female director.76  The potential female 
director attends a board education program, and the board chair serves 
as her mentor and pledges to help place her on a corporate board by the 
end of that one-year relationship.77  The early returns from this effort—
defining success by board placement—have been encouraging.78  There 
are multiple board training programs in the United States, with many fo-
cused on women and some on minorities, but they lack the commitment 
by a board chair to the placement success of the candidates.79  In addi-
tion, notwithstanding the increased use of search firms in the board nom-
ination and selection process, board placement in the United States still 
largely functions through personal and professional connections—the 
“who you know” phenomenon.  For instance, a white male director re-
ported: 
 
Text 44 
A: There may be thousands of qualified women, but they’re not 
connected.  They don’t belong to the New York Athletic Club or 
the Olympic Club in San Francisco, which is where those decisions 
get made unfortunately.80 
 
And from another white male director: 
 
Text 45 
A: And search firms on any count are almost always producing a 
lesser result than a network of people that are really, that have got 
the right criteria and are really working their networks hard unless 
you’re doing some start up, where you’ve got no network to start 
with, and they do use search firms.  It’s just that for some reason the 
 
tions.  See CATALYST, INC., http://www.catalyst.org (last visited Mar. 6, 2013); EXEC. LEADERSHIP 
COUNCIL, http://www.elcinfo.com (last visited Mar. 6, 2013); HISP. ASS’N ON CORP. RESP., http://www. 
hacr.org (last visited Mar. 6, 2013).   
 76. Branson, supra note 70, at 12–13; Douglas M. Branson, An Australian Perspective on a Glob-
al Phenomenon: Initiatives to Place Women on Corporate Boards of Directors 27–28 (Univ. of Pitts-
burgh L. Sch. Legal Stud. Res. Paper Series, Working Paper No. 2012-13, 2012), available at http:// 
ssrn.com/abstract=2064087. 
 77. Branson, supra note 70, at 12–13. 
 78. Id. at 13. 
 79. See, e.g., Senior Leadership Initiative, EXEC. LEADERSHIP COUNCIL, http://www.elcinfo.com/ 
lead_senior.php (last visited Mar. 6, 2013) (describing the Corporate Board Development Program); 
2012 HACR Corporate Directors Summit, HISP. ASS’N ON CORP. RESP., http://www.hacr.org/programs/ 
2012_corporate_directors_summit/ (last visited Mar. 6, 2013) (describing a three-day summit of His-
panic corporate board members).  In 2012, the Corporate Board Member hosted an event, “Moving 
the Needle,” partnering CEOs, board chairs, and lead directors with at least one qualified diverse 
board candidate with the goal of increasing the number of diverse board members.  See Moving the 
Needle: Overview, BOARDMEMBER.COM, http://www.boardmember.com/movingtheneedle/ (last visit-
ed Mar. 6, 2013). 
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people that are really good don’t need search firms to help them 
find spots.81 
 
Perhaps the reason for the lack of increased board diversity is as 
simple as the perception by some board members that a board that has a 
woman or two and perhaps a minority is a diverse board, necessitating no 
further efforts to find female or minority candidates.  In response to the 
question of why the level of board gender diversity is not higher, given 
the apparent support for greater diversity among board members them-
selves, a diversity advocate who participates in training programs for 
women seeking director positions stated: 
 
Text 46 
A: Well because I think diversity becomes like a check the box 
thing.  You know what I mean? 
Q: So one is enough? 
A: One is enough . . . .82 
 
A white male director who identified himself as a diversity advocate gave 
a similar response but was optimistic about the future: 
 
Text 47 
A: I think we’ve stalled.  I think we’ve gotten one of those, and one 
of that, and maybe we’ll get two, but I think we’re going to get over 
the hump: one, because I think the pool is so much larger today, 
which is all products of what is happening in society.83 
 
But the notion of stalling may have another dimension: that is, the 
economy may be causing future directors to stall out on the preferred ca-
reer path before becoming board-ready.  In the words of another white 
male respondent: 
 
Text 48 
A: One of the things that’s holding [greater board diversity] back is 
the economy, and companies aren’t doing as well.  Companies are 
retrenching.  Management ranks are shrinking.  They’re not grow-
ing.  You don’t have the people going up in the organization that 
you did maybe five years ago so that certainly is not helping the sit-
uation at all.  Also, boards are becoming smaller.84 
 
 
 81. Intv. 45. 
 82. Intv. 49.  
 83. Intv. 69. 
 84. Intv. 93. 
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IX. CONCLUSION: WHY ARE RACE AND GENDER SO “DANGEROUS”? 
During the course of this project we have come to think of gender, 
race, and ethnicity as “dangerous categories” because our respondents 
have had so much difficulty talking about them.  On the one hand, with 
only one or two exceptions, everyone we interviewed has agreed that at-
tention to diversity along these demographic axes leads to a better 
boardroom.  But on the other, just about everyone has struggled to artic-
ulate precisely why this is or should be true.  A related manifestation of 
the danger is the awkwardness that so many respondents showed in dis-
cussing whether directors from diverse categories really are different.  
That is, many people argued—often strongly—that diversity produces 
different perspectives, sensibilities, and points of view.  But many of 
those same respondents also stressed with equal vehemence that all di-
rectors are really the same, with their performance based solely on their 
personal abilities and professional qualifications.  Significantly, we ob-
served this phenomenon across the entire demographic spectrum of the 
people we interviewed. 
Perhaps this tension reflects a fear of saying that people of diverse 
demographic backgrounds are different in some meaningful way.  Those 
who are not members of traditionally unrepresented groups do not want 
to be seen as stereotyping or essentializing by identifying particular 
unique attributes of members of those groups.  At the same time, those 
who are members of the traditionally unrepresented groups have an in-
terest in presenting themselves as being selected for board service be-
cause of their professional merit without regard to their gender, race, and 
ethnicity.  Thus, neither group is comfortable discussing potential differ-
ences between men and women, between blacks and whites, or between 
Hispanics and non-Hispanics.  As a result, though our respondents assert 
that diversity matters because female and minority directors bring some-
thing “different” to the table, they are uncomfortable with discussing in 
any detail what those differences are. 
To illustrate, an African American female board member strongly 
denied that her contributions to the board were based on race or gender: 
 
Text 49 
Q: You talked before about reasons for diversity.  In your time on 
the [name of company] board, can you think of any specific instanc-
es where you think you made a contribution that might reflect on 
the fact that you were a woman or a minority that somebody else 
with a similar skill set to you who was a white male wouldn’t have 
made? 
A: No.  I don’t.  I don’t think that I ever brought anything to the ta-
ble where there were any social issues or other issues that I brought 
a different viewpoint to the table or a different perspective because 
I was a minority or because I was a woman.  Every decision that I 
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made had to do with it was a business decision in terms of strategy, 
exercising independent judgment, really evaluating everything to 
make sure that whatever vote that I cast, whatever way or the other, 
it had been weighed sufficiently.85 
 
Another African American female director echoed the first woman’s 
comments: 
 
Text 50 
Q: Can you give us any examples of where you think you made a 
particularly important contribution in the board room and that per-
haps a white male would not have had that same insight or same 
contribution? 
A: Well, I think that I make a contribution across the board on all 
aspects of the items we cover—strategy, finances, compensation, 
governance—really, all the big issues that we cover as a board.  I’m 
not on any audit committees, but I think I make a contribution with 
respect to the financial state of the business, because I always have 
an option, very often I’m agreeing with that of management, or with 
that of other board members; if I disagree, I give them the reasons 
why.  I would say that I don’t think there are too many glaring ex-
amples, but I can say that I never forget two things—one, that my 
principal constituency base is the shareholders, and that is all the 
shareholders, so is this something that’s reasonable for the share-
holders.  So, for example, I’m a person who’s thoroughly opposed 
to tax gross-ups, because that’s just giving away corporate money, 
and I feel like we pay our executives well enough that they can pay 
their taxes like everybody else, like you and I do, which is out of our 
income—I’m just opposed to it.  So across the board I vote against 
that.  I have sometimes been voted down, so the vote will be twelve 
board members; it’ll be eleven to one.  That’s fine, just put it in the 
record.  They don’t want to put it in the record.  That’s not a black 
thing, you have to understand that.86 
 
White male directors were similarly unwilling or unable to articulate 
unique contributions from female or minority directors: 
 
Text 51 
Q: Going back to when you got the two women on the board, are 
there any anecdotes or examples that you can think of, of specific 
contributions that either one of them made to board discussion that 
they had a different insight or a different way of looking at things? 
 
 85. Intv. 43. 
 86. Intv. 59. 
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A: You know, I don’t really think so.  I mean I can’t really think of 
anything in specific.  But the thing that I remember more about the 
two of them as females, they were just as vocal during board meet-
ings and on certain issues, if not more vocal, than some of the male 
board members we had.87 
 
But denying difference may be dangerous as well.  If there are no 
relevant differences between women and minorities and white males in 
the board room, then why are women and minorities not more equitably 
represented on corporate boards? 
A telling clue came in response to what was usually one of our last 
questions: “Are there other directors you know, that you think we should 
talk to?”  In almost all cases, respondents provided the names of women 
or minority directors.  Very few referred us to white men, even though 
they constitute the majority of directors, and even though we always 
mentioned that our study was not limited to female and minority re-
spondents.  Indeed, we often specifically requested the names of white 
males, in an attempt to garner a representative sample of directors.  Are 
women and minorities assumed to be the only ones who have thought 
about diversity or who would be willing to take the time to talk about the 
impact of board diversity?  If so, then this adds another tension to our re-
spondents’ stories: though almost all insist that diversity is good and im-
portant, the assumption is that only female or minority directors would 
have any interest in discussing it. 
A final example that epitomizes just how dangerous—and incoher-
ent—discussions of race and gender in board selection can be came from 
a highly experienced white male director.  We discussed one board’s per-
ceived need to diversify by adding an African American director.  He 
began by stating that the board in question had made a “conscious deci-
sion” to seek an African American candidate.  Yet even though race was 
a “big, big plus factor” only one of three finalists was African Ameri-
can—and “not because of color”: 
 
Text 52 
Q: And was this a fairness or responsibility argument again that we 
need to have an African American on the board? 
A: Well it was a conscious decision by the board that we felt given 
equal qualifications we would prefer to have a minority and specifi-
cally, if we could, an African American. 
Q: And was that more just sort of, you felt it was the right thing to 
do or because of specific business imperatives? 
A: No.  It was the right thing to do. 
Q: The right thing to do.  Okay. 
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Q: Was the search limited by that as a factor or was it an open 
search with that as a big plus factor? 
A: It was an open search with that as a big, big plus factor and we 
narrowed it down to ten people.  I think half of them were African 
Americans and a couple of them were Hispanic.  No.  I shouldn’t 
say that.  Three or four were African Americans, two or three were 
Hispanic.  There was one Oriental and I think there were a couple 
of females.  We interviewed the top five and [an African American 
male] came out on top.  Incidentally, the number two person was a 
white male.  The number three person in the whole thing was a fe-
male. 
Q: So despite the strong plus for an African American candidate, 
really only one of the top three was an African American. 
A: Only because of qualification and not because of color.88 
 
While pursuit of diversity may be fraught with ambiguity, the out-
come of that pursuit is not.  The numbers are inescapable: boards are not 
diverse along gender or racial grounds.  During the course of our inter-
views we heard many concrete ideas for improving those numbers, in-
cluding: 
 Define qualifications more broadly.  Include other C-suite execu-
tives besides the CEO as well as division presidents and leaders 
from government service, accounting, retired military, and aca-
demia. 
 Do not require prior public company board experience. 
 Limit some searches to women or minority candidates. 
 Identify the skill sets needed for new board members and then 
look specifically for women or minorities who have that skill set, 
rather using diversity as a “plus” factor. 
 Value different perspectives that could be provided by someone 
with different industry experience (e.g., technology or mining 
firms going outside of these industries), or from a younger person 
with experience with social media or other emerging technolo-
gies that older directors may not be familiar with. 
 Work on structural issues that may impede the advancement of 
women and minorities in corporations. 
It remains to be seen, of course, whether these ideas will be imple-
mented to any significant extent and, if so, whether they will lead to 
greater diversity.  If that does happen, the next—and ultimately most in-
teresting—question will be whether and how increased diversity changes 
boardroom dynamics.  Based on the evidence of this study, it could go 
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either way.  Perhaps diversity really will produce different perspectives 
that lead to richer discussion, less groupthink, and better-informed deci-
sions.  But it is also possible that the pressure to fit in and reach consen-
sus, and the concomitant fear of contentious debate and divisive votes, 
will overwhelm the potential value of difference.  If that happens, tomor-
row’s boards could look different while continuing to reproduce yester-
day’s status quo. 
